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About This Game

At ease, pilot!
Your goal is to destroy all buildings on the mission and defeat all Bosses. One combat operation includes 5 levels and 1 boss
mission. The aircraft will lose altitude with each descent, so be cautious! The randomly placed bonuses on different building
storeys might boost or hinder you during the bombardment. If you find such a Bonus crate, try to hit it before it’s gone. If a

bomb hits the Crate, you get one of the 10 bonuses.

Features:

5 combat flight operations
5x5 levels

5 aircraft types
5 tricky bosses

5 good and 5 bad bonuses
5 languages

Hardcore mode
Unlimited fly

Weather affects the gameplay
Achievements and cheats
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And, of course, a secret level with a seagull!
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Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fifth Dimension Company
Publisher:
Fifth Dimension Company
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English,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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Good fun great remake of a classic game.buy it. Airstrike HD is a basic and very limited game.

You have to drop bombs on buildings from your plane, but the game is designed so that you don't know whether the bombs will
drop from the middle or rear of your plane.
That's about as stupid as having a shooting game where you don't know if the bullets are going to shoot out of the end of the
barrel or sideways from the stock. How many people would play Counter Strike if the weapons were designed like that?

Each time after you do a fly-over of the buildings, you drop down a notch, so that if you don't destroy all of the buildings you
will crash into them when you have dropped down to their level.
However, because you can't drop bombs as fast as you want, that means that if you miss a target (because the game doesn't allow
proper aiming) you end up crashing into a building.

Quite frankly, not being able to aim your bombs, in a bombing game, is ridiculous.
That major design flaw was enough to put me off.

In case you can't tell already, my recommendation is that you don't buy this game.
Don't waste your time on this piece of rubbish.. Actually, it's not that bad. But for its price it doesn't bring anything like other
games would bring onto the table. There are some bugs and the worst thing about this game is boss fights are too short and not
challenging as casual levels.

Video: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Co8LBOTU5Wg&index=2&list=PLOtTEc8oKrPpo7DTa3-HOMfnnRpqSqP05&t=0s
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